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Peaceful community

Respectful, responsible behavior

Outstanding leaders

Understanding differences

Doing our best

We’re Overlook PROUD…..

Say it Loud!!!



“We Are Better Together!”

Overlook teachers and staff believe that an orderly school climate is necessary to

ensure that the most effective learning may take place. Behavior is highly

correlated with learning, not only in the classroom but also in the cafeteria, in the

hallways and bathrooms, on the playground, during assemblies, at arrival, during

dismissal, and on field trips. We firmly believe that “We Are Better Together”

starts with showing PROUD behavior.

What is PROUD Behavior?

Overlook has developed a School-Wide Positive Behavior Support Program to instruct our

students on how to display positive, pro-social behaviors on a daily basis. Overlook students are

expected to display PROUD behavior in all settings. PROUD stands for:

Peaceful community

Respectful, responsible behavior

Outstanding leaders

Understanding differences

Doing our best
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“We Are Better Together!”

Cafeteria PROUD Behavior:

Use inside voices (whisper).
Say only nice things to others.
Be helpful to others.
Use appropriate language.

Listen to the adult in charge.
Say “please” and “thank you”.
Touch only your food.
Stay in your seat.
Walk at all times.

Clean up your area.
Use time wisely.
Respond quickly to the “Give Me 5” signal.

Resolve conflicts peacefully.
Accepting others differences

Always tell the truth
Stay in your assigned seat
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“We Are Better Together!”

Recess PROUD Behavior:

Take turns.
Play safely.
Share with others.

Respect yourself and others.
Listen to the adults in charge.
Take turns on equipment.

Use playground equipment properly.
Return all materials and equipment to the proper place.
Ask permission to enter the building.
Stay in the designated area.

Help others.
Include everyone.
Play safely.
Use appropriate language.

Line up quietly and orderly when told.
Tell the truth always.
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“We Are Better Together!”

Teaching PROUD Behavior

It is expected that all students will learn these rules and apply them in all school settings. One
of the most important aspects of effective behavioral support is that it teaches students
acceptable behavior. Simply expecting appropriate behavior from students by rewarding them
for good behavior will not guarantee positive results. Showing our students appropriate
behaviors in each area includes introducing the expectations, providing a rationale for acquiring
the expectations (generated by the students themselves), listing examples of the expected
behavior and examples of inappropriate behavior, and opportunities to practice and receive
feedback on the performance of expected behaviors. Each month of the school year will focus
on a different component of PROUD which follows our Character Education Program. The
following schedule will apply to the 2022-2023 school year:

September-Citizenship

October-Responsibility

November-Cooperation

December-Tolerance

January-Compassion

February-Courage

March-Respect

April-Honesty

May-Perseverance

June-PROUD as a whole
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“We Are Better Together!”

Rewards for PROUD Behavior

Students will be recognized for positive behavior with verbal, tangible, and activity
reinforcements. Tangible reinforcements will be achieved by accumulating Overlook Proud
Tickets that will be distributed by teachers and staff members for positive behaviors. Students
will periodically use their accumulated tickets to trade for prizes, preferred activities, and other
incentives. Special activities during the school day include:

● School store
● Raffles
● PROUD Shout Outs on the Morning Announcements
● Student of the Month
● Cafe Fork and Spoon Parties at lunchtimes
● Proud Card Day

Three times a year, students who have not received two major infractions within a marking
period in Skyward are invited to attend the Proud Party. A suspension will result in an
immediate loss of a PROUD Card. On this school day, students are able to attend the scheduled
event with their friends and teachers. In the past, these activities have included video game
rooms, arts and crafts, dancing, face painting, and an open gym.
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“We Are Better Together!”

Consequences for Inappropriate Behavior

Conversely, students who do not display PROUD behavior will be given a Skyward infraction.

Infractions will be classified as Minor or Major. The classroom teacher manages minor

infractions. The following are examples of minor infractions:

● Classroom Disruption

● Failure to follow directions

● Use of inappropriate language

● Non-serious but inappropriate physical contact

● Inappropriate interactions or disrespect to adults and/or classmates

● Other actions deemed inappropriate

Major infractions are referred immediately to the office. The following are examples of Major

infractions:

● Damaging school property

● Fighting/physical contact

● Open defiance of a staff member

● Abusive language

● Bullying

● Possession of a weapon

● Any other major action deemed inappropriate

Three Minor infractions will equal a Major infraction and will be recorded as a Skyward
infraction. Two Major Skyward infractions will result in the loss of a PROUD Card for the marking
period. A suspension will result in an immediate loss of a PROUD Card. All infractions will be
cleared on PROUD cards at the start of each marking period.
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“We Are Better Together!”
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